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Abstract — With the development of science and technology, access convenience to the internet and new media make films more 
diverse and liberalized. Micro-films, short ‘video clips’, is derived under the diversified development of a new media mode. The 
generation of this kind of new media has exerted subtle influence on the students’ value orientation. According to the detailed study 
of the characteristics of micro-films and the students’ value orientation, we observe the impact of value guidance using data mining 
techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the development and improvement 
of the mobile internet, social networking, smart mobile 
devices, the film which is widely known as a culture 
dissemination industry also has changed a lot. In order to 
meeting the increasing fragmentation of the time, the length 
of the movie reduced from 2 or more hours to tens of 
minutes or even dozens of seconds. The form of movie 
broadcast from a single cinema to a variety of video 
terminals such as digital SLR cameras, mobile phones, 
tablets, all kinds of cameras, DV and so on. At the same 
time, shapes of the movie also become diversified, micro 
film, short documentary, DV video and animation short film, 
video clips, advertising pieces, which have become essential. 
The producers is composed of those with the film advertising 
company of practitioners, propaganda workers of enterprises 
and institutions, and the professional quality is not high 
video making amateur, countless people in the grassroots, 
etc. [2]. Micro-film is a new form which is using new media 
to disseminate culture [1].These micro-films which have 
different levels spread the value of culture to impact student's 
outlook on life, society, values and the way of thinking and 
behaviors. 

In today’s society, the thirst for knowledge made more 
and more people choose to study scientific and cultural 
knowledge in the school and to draw the nutrient of 
knowledge, therefore, the number of students has been 
expanded constantly which occupy the main part of young 
people in our country. These young people’s body and mind 
are in a learning phase and their cognition of things is not 
comprehensive, much less they can understand various value 
deeply. A public media is necessary to guide the students to a 
correct way through broadcast culture, which is related to the 
development of China's future and also to whether China can 
stands among the peoples of the world in the 21st century. 

Value orientation is refers to a kind of attitude about 
value pursuit, evaluation and selection which a person treat 

social value and self-value with to make the corresponding 
choice and the pursuit [1]. In view of the value orientation is 
the inner guide of students and play an important role in 
assuming historical mission given by the new century for 
contemporary students, many workers engaged in ideological 
and political education in colleges such as Hu Yamei, Yuan 
Chenli, Li Yiguo had put forward the ways and means to 
solve the problem by analyzing the problem in the process of 
students’ values changing[5][6]. But these studies focused on 
the external manifestations of the students’ values which can 
not discuss the objective reasons of the changes of students’ 
value orientation deeply. This article study and research 
issues in depth in the students’ value orientation, and study 
the profound guide of micro-film for students’ value by 
analyzing the micro movie viewing behavior using the 
method of data mining. 

II. STUDENTS’ VALUE ORIENTATION  

A. Value Orientation And Value Guide  

The value orientation and value orientation belong to the 
category of value consciousness. Human value 
consciousness is a special kind of social consciousness form 
from the value activities and the subjective reflection of 
objective value relationship. This kind of consciousness once 
forms, can produce certain value orientation which can 
impact positively on the value activities of future. The so-
called value orientation, is that people in certain 
circumstances take a certain action in a certain way of 
behavior. Value guide refers to the social have a purpose for 
individual, the collective value orientation of the line, 
principles and policies, discipline, public opinion, 
propaganda, education and other aspects of the specification, 
motivation and guidance to promote the value orientation of 
individual, collective and social the value orientation of 
harmony[4]. The theme of the value orientation is pluralistic 
which including the individual, community and society. 
Different people, groups, society is likely to produce and 
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exist different value orientation which leads to disharmony, 
disagreement and conflict among individuals, groups and 
social. It will be confused, hesitant and uncertain when we 
chose the value orientation on the fork. Therefore we must 
use the effective, positive value guide with the value of sole 
truth to channel, coordinate the conflicts of value orientation 
Asking the value orientation diversification to choose the 
right direction and let the society progress more orderly and 
effective. 

B. Student’s Value Orientation  

Students are divided into a number of stages which are 
elementary, middle, high school students, college students, 
graduate students. Each stage may has its unique value 
orientation, but a student has such three common features: 
diversity, contradiction and instability. 

Nowadays, there are many new changes have taken place 
in composition of China's economy, social class and so on 
which lead to the diversity of thought, thought sources and 
the interests and make students have characteristics of 
diversity on the choice of value orientation. This kind of 
diversity is reflected in the choice between the safety of 
country and the happiness of individual, and also in the 
choice between taking part in the group games and 
individual games. These choices make the contradiction of 
the value orientation become formation and prominent. The 
contradiction exists in the personal value and social value 
maintenance, which also is the gap between ideal and reality 
and understanding and practice is not uniformity. The 
increasing diversified value orientation deepen contradiction, 
in turn, generating more value orientations. The ways of 
thinking and doing are in a constant learning process. There 
will be a lot of unknown to explore in self-conscious which 
makes students more and more hesitant and swing in the 
choosing way of value orientation. It is because of these 
common characteristics of students' value orientation, social 
needs to give corresponding guidance on the way of truth to 
choose a light direction for the lost sheep. 

III. THE ANALYSIS AND VALUE GUIDE OF 

MICRO-FILM  

In today’s life, micro-film has occupied a very important 
position. People always find some movie in their spare time 
to watch which makes micro-film develop rapidly. In this 
paper, we analyzed data of Tencent micro-film from 12 
February to July 3 this year which hit above one million. 
From our work on the data especially on micro-film viewing 

behavior data, we can know that the viewing subject is 
students and the main type they watch are family, love, 
comedy, inspiring films with positive emotional color. 

A. Watching People Analyzing  

This emerging media style, micro-film, which is a 
combination of TV, film and new technology has been 
accepted by student group widely. Table 3.2 lists proportions 
from the year under 17 to 30 are 24.67%, 40.01%, 19.78% 
and 15.54%,which can tell us that people who watch the 
micro-film is mainly focused on youth and teenagers. With 
the development of social civilization and people’s 
awareness of the importance of learning, more and more 
people choose to learn scientific and cultural knowledge in 
the school, so that people in an age from 5 to 30 occupies a 
large part of students. In this part of students groups, the 
number of high school students and undergraduate students 
account for 73.94% of the total number. Therefore, students 
are the main audience who watch the micro-film. 
Meanwhile, through Table 2 and Fig.(2), high school 
students and undergraduate students occupied most. 

The feature of micro film audience is mainly students 
related to the characteristics of the film itself. The 
characteristics of the micro film can be summarized as "little, 
delicate, short,  ingeniously", namely the content, meaning 
less subtle, form small and exquisite [2]. Micro-film contains 
less content but each one has a complete story which can 
highlight director’s point and creation intention. It can shows 
more meaning and vividly presents the fierce conflict of a 
problem, which can make students resonate and think. In 
generally, micro-film is short and the size of them is small 
,which around a few megabytes to dozens of times. The 
small characteristic of micro-film makes its mode of 
transmission is flexible. The rapid development of the 
network makes these people who have no spare time to 
watch TV or go to the cinema chose the micro-film which 
can meet the needs of students’ fragments of time. Students 
belong to the low consumer groups who has no source of 
income, and most of producers of micro-film are not 
professional and their purpose is to advertising which 
accords with the aspirations of the students. Students can 
comment during watching the micro-film. They can freedom 
to speak and express their feelings to improve students’ 
ability of independent thinking, and other students in turn 
can get the more opportunities to think over and over again 
during browsing these comments. 
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TABLE I TENCENT MICRO-FILM DATA 

TABLE II THE PROPORTION OF MICRO-FILM WATCHING PEOPLE 

 

 

Figure(1). Watching Students' Level Of Education Pattern About The Top 38 Micro Movie. 

B. The Value Of Micro-Film Type  

Micro-film roughly divided into public welfare, family, 
comedy, story, drama, encourage, youth, love, action, crime, 

thrill, science fiction and so on. In the tencent micro-film list, 
we analyze the top four watch frequency types are comedy, 
love, family,public welfare as shown in Fig.(2). 

Title 
Playback 
amount 

Score Year Area Type Director Cast list 

You add festival 
atmosphere to the New 

Year. 
199256000 6.6 2015 Mainland

Public 
welfare 

film 

Zheng Wei, 
Xiaoshuai Wang, 
Chuan Lu, Yang 

Zhang 

Li Sun, Lei Huang 

The taste of home 105013000 4.1 2015 Mainland
Family 

film 
Jun Li Hongjing Zhang, Jinfeng Zhou 

Memories of He Cheng 48723000 6.5 2015 Mainland Comedy Yang Li Yang Li, Yan Fang 

Lantern riddles 34733000 6.6 2015 Mainland Story-film Xiaoshuai Wang Xin Wu, Haitao Du  

Club of Guangzhou ---The 
ladder of royal 

28276000 6.6 2015 Mainland
Encourage
ment film

Jibin Pan Yali Li, Long Si  

It’s Me 22345000 6.6 2015 Mainland
Youth 
movie 

Xi Lin Min Chen  

The Check 10925000 4 2015 Mainland Comedy Hongda Du Guanhui Cui, Jinghan Zhang 

No abduction 9338000 6.8 2015 Mainland
Public 
welfare 

film 
Xiaodao Ma Jian Li  

Portrait of a beauty 6133000 6.8 2015 Mainland
Encourage
ment film

Sen Luo  

My five years old boyfriend 5540000 6.5 2015 Mainland Love film Zhizunyu Baike, Gebu, Lianshun Kong  

Age Education 

17- 18-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 44+ pupil junior senior undergraduate postgraduate+

24.67 40.01 19.78 7.66 3.86 2.38 1.62 3.12 22.58 44.49 29.45 0.37 
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Figure(2). Micro-Film Type Distribution. 

In the following Fig.(3), we see the type distribution of 
micro-film with different kind of people is not exactly same, 

but those four high frequency type films which show positive 
emotional play the important role. 

 

Figure (3). Micro-Film Type Distribution Of Different Level Students. 

We choose to watch the micro-film always according to 
the next several ways Which are recommendations that are 
given by website, type and the audience ratings. Sites 
recommend movies tend to be new hit movie and most 
people have a herd mentality, which would lead students to 

watch the film on the home page. The curiosity and the thirst 
for new things of people in the stage of students is very 
heavy make them go to watch the hit film. Some students 
choose the movie according to the amount of sorting and 
grading of discretion. We use a tree diagram to measure and 
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analyze the amount of different kinds of movie which is 
shown in Fig.(4) below. 

 

Figure (4). The Relationship Between The Amount And Score. 

In the figure, the size of the rectangle represent the 
amount of movie, the higher the score, the brighter the color. 
In the family affection area, there is a darker areas than 
others which means there is a lot of people watch it but the 
score is very low. This micro-film called “The taste of 
home” which show a story about the children go home to 
visit their parents in the country. The whole story show the 
kids’ psychological change by several small pieces .And at 
the end of the story, children realize their mistakes and 
apologize to their parents. They promise that they will get 
together and go home often. Although we don’t know the 
reasons for the low score of this movie, but people also 
watch it for it’s thick affection. This is a manifestation of 
people's initiative. Obviously, comparing with those 
crime,mystery movie, people are more willing to choose the 
movie of love and family affection which display the original 
human emotion to watch,and also choose encourage and 
youth play these has a positive meaning of micro film to 
watch. This is not about the score height, is only about 
people's subjective choice. 

Under this subjective choice, we analyzed the degree of 
attracting students of each type, and the equation is shown as 
flowing: 

y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7, y8, y9, y10, y11  

x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,x10,x11 

0.00	 0.03	 0.03	 0.03	 0.00	

0.33	 0.24	 0.11	 0.14	 0.04	

0.00	 0.00	 0.06	 0.00	 0.00	

0.19	 0.08	 0.09	 0.08	 0.27	

0.02	 0.11	 0.16	 0.16	 0.09	

0.23	 0.29	 0.24	 0.20	 0.20	

0.13	 0.16	 0.10	 0.12	 0.09	

0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.10	 0.00	

0.03	 0.02	 0.03	 0.03	 0.02	

0.00	 0.02	 0.06	 0.08	 0.24	

0.06	 0.06	 0.12	 0.06	 0.05	








































(1
) 

In the above equation, the dependent variable Y1 denotes 
elementary school students,Y2 denotes junior middle school 
students,Y3 denotes high school students,Y4 denotes 
undergraduates,Y5 denotes master or above crowd. 
Independent variables respectively denotes costume dramas, 
comedies, crime drama, inspiring drama, family drama, love 
drama, opera drama, thriller, science fiction, drama, story, 
youth. The coefficient of independent variable means the 
attract degree for students of each type. Can be seen from the 
equation, the types of family, love, encourage, public are 
very popular for students. Although due to the non-
professional and diversity of production team makes films 
quality or the burden of plot is not very well, but 
students’  awareness of these types of micro film has never 
been reduced. The healthy development of the micro-film 
directly affects students' values, we should start from these 
hot types of films to shoot some positive micro-film and 
guide the students to select the correct value orientation. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The emergence of the micro-film makes all kinds of 
people find the development of space in this area, but this is 
non-professional production, the actor's populist makes 
micro-films have different quality level, and a lot of bad 
micro-films are also emerge in endlessly. Students at the 
stage of growth in a such climate are difficult to find the 
correct value orientation. But on the other hand, micro-film 
culture dissemination way blends of diversification for the 
value orientation of guiding students to provide more 
convenient conditions. As the analysis above, students are 
main body crowd who watch micro-films by using spare 
time after class. It is meaningful if student can watch those 
films with positive energy when they relax which can help 
them to know the right value orientation. This needs some 
good directors and production teams playing a leading role to 
create some valuable positive micro-films, especially as the 
family, public welfare which have education significance 
and can cause the resonance of the audience. 
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